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A Meal at Balderdash

Edgar Branham entered Balderdash with an untelling look on his face. He observed the
crystalline floors, the silken tablecloths, and the sparkling chandeliers hanging from the ceiling
with unimpressed stoic. He was the most feared critic in all of West Kingston, his reviews being
the “make-or-break” for aspiring restaurateurs. Edgar’s dark suit reflected off every surface as
his slender body made its way to his table. 

A young girl with blonde hair cheerfully escorted him, and a waiter with a thin mustache and
scraggly long hair provided him with a menu. “May I get you a drink, Mr. Branham?” the waiter
asked.

“Yes, I’d like some tea, please,” Edgar said as he looked at the waiter. He was dressed like a
high-class butler, yet his hair and face resembled that of an unkempt teenager. Like a monkey in
a suit, Edgar thought.

“At your service, Mr. Branham,” the waiter said as he reached under the table and pulled out a
glass and pitcher of dark brown colored tea.

“Why do you keep the tea underneath the table?” Edgar asked.

“To ensure we don’t have to leave and divert our attention from the customer, sir.”

“Yes, I suppose that’s true,” Edgar replied with an unamused look on his face. Then a perplexed
look came over his face. “Excuse me, sir, but what is the Bird of the Day?”

“Every day we present a different bird to our customers, some being quite exotic.”

“Well, what is the bird for today?”

“Green-cheeked conure, Mr. Branham”

“Conure? Aren’t those rather small for a meal?

“Oh no sir, the bird is not to eat, but to instead keep as a pet.”

“What?” A baffled look came across Edgar’s face.

“Yes sir we have one right here,” said the waiter as he pulled out a birdcage from beneath the
table with a curious-looking conure inside. “This one is named Larry, he’s not too keen on
people but he has a loving side.” The bird screeched at Edgar as it sat on its perch.



“I will pass on that foul creature!” Edgar asserted sternly.

“As you wish, Mr. Branham.” A sad look came over the waiter's face. “Would you like to try our
filet mignon with a baked potato?

“Well, I suppose if you don’t give me a cow to eat my grass then I’ll try it.”

“Of course, sir.”

Edgar sat quietly at the table, writing down notes on his pad. He was starting to think he
took a wrong turn at Martin Street and ended up at the circus. Truthfully, Edgar thought of just
leaving right then without even eating, but he decided that he’d endured enough stupidity to be
deserving of a meal. He lifted the cloth and peered underneath the table. To his surprise, there
was nothing there. I really am at the circus, Edgar thought, and I must have signed up for a
magician's act. He took out a cloth and wiped a bead of sweat from his forehead, his thin gray
hair being slightly brushed by it. Edgar looked around and noticed the peculiar sight that all of
the waiters, apart from the girl with blonde hair, looked the same. More curiously, he noticed that
all the chefs looked the same as well as he looked through a swinging door. An uneasy look
came across Edgar Branham’s face as he realized that he’s entered a truly peculiar experience.
Suddenly, the waiter appeared again, holding a large plate. “Your meal has arrived, Mr.
Branham. The chef hopes it is cooked to your liking.”

“Well, tell the chef I hope to be out of here quickly.”

“Yes, sir.”

“Oh, and, excuse me young man, but why do all the staff here look the same?”

“They don’t look the same to me, sir.”

“Why, but you’ve all got the same hair and skin and complexion!”

“I’m just not seeing what you’re seeing sir.”

“Well, if you aren’t going to admit it then I’d like to ask the owner about it.”

“I’m sorry Mr. Branham, but the owner only sees people who purchase a bird”

“What in God’s name are you talking about! I’ll see the owner regardless of whether I buy a
conure or the chair I sit upon!” Edgar stood up, anger flowing through his face at the
incompetence of the waiter, and stormed towards the kitchen. He slammed open the door with
ferocious intensity. “Where is the owner of this so-called establishment!” he commanded the
staff, who all froze in silence.

Suddenly an older man in Scottish attire appeared in front of Edgar. “What can I do for ye sir?”
the man boomed in a thick accent.



“Well, I’d like to know what kind of show you think you’re running.”

“Why, I’m running a fun one! You uptight crits don’t know how to have a good time! ‘Always with
the questions my mother used to say,” the Scot said with a hearty laugh.

“I’ve had enough of your games, Mr…”

“Thomson, but you can call me Pat.”

“Alright, ‘Pat’, I want to know why you sell pet birds and why you store your beverages under the
table, and why your staff all look the same.”

“Why not? That’s the spirit of Balderdash, nothing makes sense! That’s why all the fancy folks
come here. They spend all their time playing golf and polo and all of that junk, when really what
they crave is some simple good-hearted fun! Plus, they love the food here. Always
complimented on it. Have you even tried your steak yet?”

“No, I haven’t, and I’ve begun to lose my appetite. Good day sir!”

“Alright, whatever you say pal, but you’re re-ee-ally missing out. Tell you what, I’ll pay for yer
meal, it's on the house.”

“Well, if it's free…” 

Edgar Branham sat down impatiently at his table, taking one last glance under the table to see
where the bird went. The filet mignon had gotten slightly cold due to the absence of its host.
Edgar gently placed a napkin in his lap and picked up his fork and knife. “Hold on! I’ll get it back
nice and warm for you,” Pat called out. Suddenly, a small miniature train rolled on the floor, with
a plate extending from the top of it. The colorful, orange and blue train dispensed an arm and
moved the mignon onto the plate. Then, the silver plate radiated orange and a warm hue
emitted from the surface. The mignon was restored to its original temperature, and Edgar stared
at the plate. He examined the meal and wrote in his pad with the grace of a professional. Pat
looked on eagerly as Edgar took the first bite. Suddenly, to the shock of anyone that knew him,
Edgar's eyes lit up. He felt a sense of wonder and simplicity he had not felt in so many years. All
the stress flowed away as he consumed the warm, succulent meal. When he was finished
eating, Edgar thanked Pat and the chef for the meal and walked out. All that was left was for
Edgar Branham to put out the review.

When he got home, Edgar hung his jacket on the wall and went to write his review. He sat down
in his chair and quietly began to type, having to pause many times because he was at a loss for
words. The next day, the review of the restaurant Balderdash owned by Mr. Thomson was
released to the papers. In this review, he wrote: "When I sat down at the stereotypically
glamorous tables of Balderdash, I expected nothing special. I planned to simply enjoy my meal
and put an average review out for it. However, the nonsensical meaning of Balderdash shines
through the initial appearance. It is the type of restaurant suited especially for the jaded critic, as
it will change their perspective on fine dining. The food is as spectacular as the presentation,
and the unique sights you will see will leave a lasting memory. Balderdash is the best type of



restaurant because it is a new type of restaurant. It is unlike anywhere else a person will ever
go, and I doubt if anyone can replicate its uniqueness. I intend to return in the future, craving
more."

Edgar Branham did return to Balderdash in the future, and he was never disappointed.
Sometimes there were monkeys playing drums in the background. Sometimes the tables were
flipped upside down. On one occasion, a magician's act actually did take place. Edgar Branham
was reinvigorated and delighted from Balderdash, and each day he would say goodbye to the
staff, drive home, and feed his bird waiting at the house.


